Discovery of Candidate Biomarkers.
Properly performed, biomarker discovery can lead to effective candidates that can ultimately serve as predictors of disease, medical condition, define therapeutic parameters, and many other applications in medicine. Preferably, biomarkers comprise a panel of indicators, e.g. proteins and/or peptides that can be predictive or diagnostic of the medical condition of interest. Emphasis here is placed on "panel," as single candidates are rarely sufficient to provide the necessary sensitivity and specificity. To develop an effective panel that survives the development process described in Chap. 19 , proper experimental design and attention to important statistical parameters are critical to ensure success. Errors in discovery can lead to an inefficient use of expensive resources, as these may not be uncovered until the latter stages in biomarker development. Hence, accuracy, precision, and an estimate of the power of the proposed analyses are critical in the discovery of the panel of candidate biomarkers by proteomic methods, as is the selection of statistical approaches to refine and appropriately reduce the dataset for subsequent confirmatory assays.